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conditions. They are chemically stable, inert and do not
interact with other elements.

Abstract—Radon is a gas that is considered as an extremely
harmful element to people’s health by the World Health
Organization (WHO). Radon is a type of radioactive gaseous
element that is present in almost all materials with which
buildings are constructed, as well as in the areas in which they
are raised. For this reason, one should take into consideration in
what proportion is radon harmful and in what proportion it
surrounds the human environment. In Spain, the CTE (Technical
Building Code) does not yet envisage the maximum quantity of
radon a building can incorporate and how to contain it [1].
Different scientific agencies from the fields of medicine and
health consider the risk of lung cancer as the main repercussion
of the presence of radon in the human environment [2]. This
study focuses on identifying ways of research to be undertaken by
different States to determine the doses of radon that humans can
withstand. The study aims to measure various existing building
typologies to determine the risk of existence of radon in them [3],
[4]. Studies have shown that in the area Eastern Spain, even
under the most unfavorable conditions, the cave houses, the levels
do not reach the maximum set by the WHO.

III. WHAT IS RADIOACTIVITY?
Radioactivity is the emission or transmission of energy as
electromagnetic waves or subatomic particles through space or
through a material medium, even in a vacuum.
It is a physical phenomenon where some chemical
elements, called radioactive, have a process in their cores that
emit radiation with properties that modify and interfere in
other mediums or elements.
IV. HOW IS RADON FORMED?
Radon comes from the decay chains of uranium (U-228
and U-235) and thorium (Th-232), i.e., it is found halfway
between the main elements of the chain and the stable
elements or non-radioactive isotopes located at the end of the
chain.
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Radon has a half-life of 3.8 days, i.e., the amount of radon
in a given space, is reduced by half in this time, it is in this
way this chemical element is measured in the environment.

I. WHAT IS RADON?
Radon is a chemical element with symbol Rn that belongs
to the group of noble gases. In the periodic table it is the
atomic number 86. The average mass is 222, therefore, has
136 neutrons. Usually it is found in gaseous form in which it is
colorless, odorless and tasteless. In solid form it has a reddish
appearance. It belongs to the noble gases and is a radioactive
element. Radon is a product of the decay of radium (Ra-226).

Uranium as well as thorium are elements found in most
rocks and soils of the planet, in proportional doses, which
experts call ppm (parts per million of a given material). The
concentration of these two elements in rocks depends on the
type, being the Granitic those containing the most, followed by
clays that also have a high content. Rocks derived from sands
as well as Basaltic rocks have a negligible content of radon.

Radon accounts for the third part of radiation received
throughout our lives. The major pathway into the human body
is the respiratory system with a ninety percent. The other ten
per cent corresponds to through the digestive system [5].

V. HOW IS RADON MEASURED?
Radon can be measured in two ways, the existing radon in
the air in a given space or the Radon that affects humans.
Sievert (Sv) is mentioned when dealing with the effect it
has on humans. The Sievert is a type of measurement that
determines the biological effect a quantity of an element
causes, in this case radon to a particular/specific organ, the
most affected organ in this case is the lung, followed closely
by digestive organs.

II. WHAT ARE NOBLE GASES?
The noble gases make a group chemical elements with
similar properties under standard conditions, are monatomic
gases, odorless, colorless with very low chemical reactivity.
They are members of the group 18 of the periodic table.

On the other hand, we talk about units of Becquerels (Bq)
when dealing with the amount of decay that occurs in one
second. Thus, by measuring the density units of Becquerels
(Bq/m3) the amount of radon in the environment in a given
space is established.

The seven gases that include this group are: helium (He),
neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), xenon (Xe), radon (Rn)
and Ununoctium (Uuo).
The noble gases are explained by modern theories of
atomic structure and only react to certain extreme external
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elements that endow the building with greater protection from
Radon[10].

VI. HOW DOES RADON AFFECT OUR HEALTH?
The factor that causes cancer is not known, science has not
yet proven that certain particles when subjected to radiation,
undergo DNA mutation in their cells. Radon, as a radioactive
chemical element, can cause cancer.

These constructive elements, are commercialized by
various companies that deal in the matter. These companies
offer systems that provide air chambers and protective barriers
for walls and elements of contact with ground.

The World Health Organization (WHO) along with the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), consider the
presence of radon in the environment as the main risk of
human lung cancer.

IX. HOW TO MEASURE RADON FOR THE STUDY
There are different ways to measure radon, depending on
the equipment used and the time required; usually such
devices have a standard rule of more amount of time, more
reliable the results are:

Radon affects our health causing a mutation in the DNA
cells that can lead to cancer. For smokers, radon is more
detrimental as the particles left behind in the body, are more
likely to adhere to radon and therefore more difficult to
remove [6].

 Temporary methods of collection of an air sample at a
given time and subsequent analysis in the laboratory
 Continuous real time analysis with devices

Recommendation 90/193 concerning the population
against the dangers of radon exposure within buildings in 1990,
recommends an annual level of 400 Bq/m3 for existing
buildings and 200 Bq/m3 for new buildings.

 Field measures with sampling devices
The study has a team of temporary methods; the Eperm
system for this study by the Water and Environmental
Sciences Institute of the University of Alicante has an
apparatus from RadianSA.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) speaks
of corrective measures in homes that are in the average levels
of radon between 200 and 600 Bq/m3 per year and above 1000
Bq/m3 in the workplace. The WHO recommends proceeding
in a straightforward manner beginning at 200 Bq/m3 per year
and urgently at 400 Bq/m3 levels.

Eperm is a Radon measurement system featuring plastic
chambers of known volume, that serves as a vessel, together
with an electrically polymer that works as an electroconductor.
The chambers have an inlet, which serves as a selective
membrane that permits the entry of gas. The chambers are
fitted to a so-called detector named electret that is electrically
discharged when ionized molecules come in contact with the
element.

VII. RADON IN LIFE
Radon is found in terrestrial soils and materials used in
developing the architecture and buildings. As a gas, radon
moves freely through the air we breathe and is able to move
through the ground pores and penetrate into living spaces, the
reason for being a peril to life.

The Eperm system analyzes the results based on the time
during which the samples have been collected, that is, the
more time employed, more reliability in the results. Due to
recommendations of such systems and the data obtained in the
studies in samples from 5 to 7 days that have been conducted
to date, it is considered efficient.

Radon is present in the daily lives of people both in their
homes and on the ground [7]. Various studies show the
amounts of radon present in homes, as the aforementioned
study by Beatriz Piedecausa in cave homes in Crevillente [4].
Other studies mention the dangers of the presence of radon in
buildings, not only in homes, but in workspaces as well [8].

X. DATA COLLECTION
Currently the study is in the period of application of
permits for the collection of new data and execution of a
database. The data obtained so far have been the calibration of
apparatus and for testing trials.

Even though a consensus has not been reached, the
concern of the scientific world is evident regarding its
prevention and the level of alertness against this risk.
Currently the Spanish community is in a process of decision
making to take action in this respect [6].

The aim is to establish a database that has existing results
of Radon in the city of Alicante, to map out the different areas
and building types of the area and their Radon measurements.
Similar studies as the ones conducted by Dr. Piedecausa are
proposed. The places that have been proposed for
consideration are:

VIII. HOW CAN RADON BE PREVENTED?
The most accepted way to prevent the accumulation both
in homes and places of human mobility is ventilation: if crossventilation is established within a space and is able to renew
the air, radon will not accumulate in such a drastic manner and
can be removed [9].

 The Castle of Santa Barbara, one of the most important
elements of the city with the highest number of visits and of
great interest due to its more than thousand years of history.

Radon, being present on the ground, especially in granitic
rocks, there is a very high uranium content existence in many
places where buildings stand. Accordingly, the solution to this
problem is to apply constructive barriers as constructive

 San Fernando Castle, another major castle in the town of
Alicante.
 The Civil War shelters of the City of Alicante built
during the Spanish Civil War, between 1936 and 1939 various
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conclusions of the investigations conducted by different teams
and the experimentation accomplished by data collection.
Accordingly, it can be concluded that:

shelters were built to accommodate the population during the
bombings that occurred throughout the country.
 The Pipes and water tanks of the city of Alicante are
considered important as part of the study as the water stored
tins them is for human consumption.

 Radon is a hazardous element to health and can cause
cancer.
 Radon is found in almost all areas and existing building
elements.

 The Public Schools of Alicante, with similar architectural
styles, are considered important in the proposed study to be
carried out

 According to the measurements taken, people are well
below the normal levels hazardous to health.

 The varied types of housing, differentiating between
traditional housing and prefabricated housing, which is
becoming increasingly popular in the city due to its low cost.

 There are technical resources/means to prevent
accumulation of radon, hindering the entrance of the gas in
buildings.

These are the working lines on which the firm is resolved
to continue its research with the aim of documenting a
database Radon status of the City of Alicante. The agreements
between the University of Alicante and the City council to
promote sustainable development of the city favor such
agreements.

 The Most effective way of eliminating the gas is to create
cross ventilation to allow air renewal and allow the eradication
of the gas inside buildings.
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Scientists studying Radon (medicine, chemistry,
architecture...), from the effects in humans to the protection
against this element, have different objectives to minimize the
effects of this element in the population [11].
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 Choose the areas with most relevant doses of Radon and
elucidate the results, establishing the conditions for
accumulation of the element.
 Establish remedial measures for buildings that gather
higher levels of radon and be able to reduce the possible
harmful causes to health.
 Establish new construction techniques involved from the
time of beginning of construction of a building so that they are
not just patches but elements that are involved in the entire
architectural process.
 Create a knowledge base of the measures taken in the
different areas to establish the various measures that have been
under taken in each of them.
 The Radon as a carcinogen, causes a number of DNA
mutations that cause cancer, therefore, one of the most
important research lines within the scientific community is to
understand why this mutation occurs, the internal process cells
go suffer.
XII. CONCLUSIONS
Various conclusions have been reached from the studies
carried out for the thesis of Carlos Rizo Maestre as well as
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